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4AGEED Garage AE92 Blacktop 20v swap - Part 1
I have decided to swap in a 4AGE 16v Smallport into my 94 Corolla. So my question is this, has anyone swapped from a 4AFE to a 4AGE in their AE92 or AE101 Corolla? If so, i'd love to talk to you to find out about how the swap went, how the engine feels afterwards, how its holding up, etc. Thanks
1989 Toyota Corolla GTS AE92 for sale: photos, technical ...
A wide variety of engine ae92 options are available to you, such as gas / petrol engine, diesel engine. You can also choose from free samples. There are 79 engine ae92 suppliers, mainly located in Asia. The top supplying countries or regions are China, Malaysia, and Turkey, which supply 89%, 3%, and 2% of engine ae92 respectively. Engine ae92 products are most popular in South America, Africa, and North America.
AE92 Toyota Corolla GT-S - Super Street Magazine
The ratios are soooo much better than the std sx box. Theyre much closer and take advantage of the peak power band of the engine a lot better. It seems to stay in there on gear changes whereas before it would drop just below. I had many comparison runs against 4agze sxs. The gze is a better street drag engine, but the 20v is better for the track.
How To: Tune AE92 w/ 4AF Engine
Part 1 of 16v 4age to 20v Blacktop swap. This feature is not available right now. Please try again later.
Toyota Corolla AE92 GTi engine revs and exhaust sound
Selling a 1989 Toyota GT-S Corolla AE92 Engine: 4AGZE Pistons (50+) 4AGZE Rods Toda Cam Gears Garrett GT3076R T3 T3 Custom Manifold Custom Intercooler System 3inch Custom Downpipe and Exhaust 1ZZ Injectors 2JZ-GTE Fuel Pump Transmission: ACT Stage 3 Racing Clutch 4AGZE Flywheel 4AGZE Transmission 4AGZE Axles Suspension and Brakes JIC Coilovers

Ae92 Engine
The engine was retired from North American Corollas in 1991, although it continued to be available in the Geo Prizm GSi (sold through Chevrolet dealerships) from 1990 to 1992. All 4A-GE engines (including the 20-valve versions below) feature a forged crankshaft rather than a cheaper and more commonly used cast version.
Toyota Corolla Levin and Sprinter Trueno - Wikipedia
[citation needed] The new engine was the first in a Toyota to have an aluminum engine block and aluminum cylinder heads, which made this generation lighter than the E100 Corolla. The model range began to change as Toyota decided styling differences would improve sales in different markets.
Toyota Corolla - Wikipedia
I have 1jz gte engine and was looking for an idea such as what have you done Now I just bought the same standard car .. corolla Fx and will start making my dream true thanks to you Might or let’s say will need too much advices and wish you could do a help This is my email Khaldoon_amer@hotmail.com Thanks for inspiring me
4age 20valve in a AE92 - PerformanceForums
Toyota Corolla AE92 GTi engine revs and exhaust sound ... but it's time we learn to love the Toyota Corolla GTi AE92. Most will say say it’s a disappointment, because it’s front-wheel drive ...
FWD AE92 Blacktop Swap - Dori-Kaze
Japanese AE92 had supercharged model, which was GT-Z grade; engine code is 4A-GZE, which can make 165ps. Toyota Japan was selling Corolla Levin/Trueno from ’83-00.
1992 Toyota Corolla with a 2JZ-GTE Inline-Six – Engine ...
Your #1 online source of new genuine original OEM parts for Toyota COROLLA AE92 Car & Auto (54042) at discounted prices from manufacturers' warehouses in Japan, USA, UAE. Detailed diagrams & catalogues. Fast worldwide shipping to your door. Easy to find parts & order online. Buy now!
Toyota A engine - Wikipedia
The AE92 Levin and Trueno were also fitted with a supercharged engine. It used an SC12 roots type supercharger and a top mounted intercooler that was fed cool air via a scoop on the bonnet. They generated 206 N⋅m (152 lb⋅ft) at 4400 rpm as opposed to the naturally aspirated 4A-GE's 136 N⋅m (100 lb⋅ft) at 4,800 rpm.
1987 Toyota Corolla GT AE92 specifications, fuel economy ...
Tuning the Toyota Corolla AE92 with a 4AF engine project car. Includes: gapping spark plug, ignition timing, and RPM adjustment.
Engine - 4AFE to 4AGE swap? | TRD Forums
The Toyota E engine family is a straight-four piston engine series, and uses timing belts rather than chains. The E engines were the first multi-valve engines from Toyota designed with economy, practicality and everyday use in mind (rather than performance). Like many other Toyota engines from the era, the E engine series features a cast iron block, along with an aluminium cylinder head.
Toyota COROLLA AE92 Car & Auto OEM Parts | 54042
Hey guys, I have a friend who is a mechanic at Toyota. Hes got a 1990 AE92 with a small port engine and hes thinking about swapping in a 20v black top. I tried to research as much as I could about it but there isn't too much information out there about the front wheel drive swap. Here's what i know: bolts in directly with ae92 engine mounts exhaust manifold needs to be custom or 16v manifold ...
Toyota E engine - Wikipedia
The first Corolla Levin and Sprinter Trueno of early 1972 were the high performance models of Corolla and Sprinter 2 door fastback coupe. They were powered by the 1.6 liter 2T-G Twincam engine with two double Mikuni carburettors and mated to a 5 speed manual transmission.
Toyota Corolla (E90) - Wikipedia
It forms part of Toyota's AE92 family of cars. Its 1.6 litre engine is a naturally aspirated, double overhead camshaft, 4 cylinder unit that develops 118 bhp (120 PS/88 kW) of power at 6600 rpm, and maximum torque of 142 N·m (105 lb·ft/14.5 kgm) at 5200 rpm. The engine powers the wheels compliments of a 5 speed manual 'box.
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